2010

Jessamin BIRDSALL
“Divided by Faith: Religion, Ethnicity, and the Boundaries of Belonging in Contemporary Fiji”
Alison Denton Jones

Melissa DEAS
“When the Spics Became Hispanic: The Transformation and Renegotiation of Place in a Gentrifying Landscape”
Tim Nelson

Natalia FESTA
“More than Just Class: Understanding How Social Networks Shape Parenting Strategies”
Jason Beckfield

Allison GROSSMAN
“Trust and Condom Use in American Adolescent Sexual Life”
Peter Marsden

Benjamin JENKINS
“Violence, Hip Hop, and the Life Outcomes of Black Youth”
Anthony Braga

Jarell LEE (Soc/AAAS)
“Young Black Men, Barack Obama, and the Power of Hip-Hop”
Lawrence Bobo

Kelsey LEONARD (Anthro/Soc)
“Performatives of Sovereignty: The Shinnecock Indian Nation”
Jeff Denis

Jessica LUNA
“We Can’t Afford (Not) to Eat This Way”: Food Stamp Users and the Alternative Food Movement”
Tim Nelson

Stephanie MILLER
“Controlling Creativity: Organizational Forms of Charter Schools”
Kevin Lewis

Adora MORA
“Alien Nation: Symbolic Boundaries and Nigerian Sub-Ethnic Identity in Spain”
Chris Bail
Justin NG
“Who's Your Mama? Parenting Styles and Educational Attainment Within the Working-Class in Singapore”
Mary Brinton

Dwight POPE
“Not One-Size-Fits-All: Negotiating Health Services Post-Incarceration”
Bruce Western

Elizabeth POWERS
“From Isolation to Integration: The Role of Government Policy on South Asian Immigrant Women's Support Networks in Boston and Toronto”
Onoso Imoagene

Soren ROSIER (Soc/Gov)
“Chart[er]ing Innovation and Replicating Success in Urban Education”
Ann Owens

Gabrielle RUBENSTEIN
“Between Image and Altruism: Social Accounts of Celebrities' Philanthropic Endeavors”
Chris Winship

Danielle SCHNUR
“The Hill vs. The Field: A Case-Study Analysis of Sustained Gang Violence Between Two Boston Gangs”
Bruce Western

Catherine SIROIS
Bruce Western

Anthony SPEARE
“Of Berries and Imparity: How the Smartphone Impacts Trends in Digital Inequality”
Matt Kaliner

Raquel TOLEDO
“Re-examining the Epidemiological Paradox: Acculturation and Well-being Among Latina Immigrants”
Van Tran

Melissa TRAN
“Transnationalism Online: The Changing Nature of Communication and Community Among Mexican Migrants and Nonmigrants”
Van Tran
2011

**Alexandra ALVES**
“From Catastrophe to Change: How the Obama Campaign Functioned as a Social Movement and Galvanized Hurricane Katrina Volunteers to Political Action”
Lawrence D. Bobo

**Jacqueline BOLTIK**
“‘The Social Election’: The Role of Social Media in the 2010 Midterm Elections and Why it Matters”
Alicia Simmons

**Lauren BROWN**
“The Presentation of Self in Digital Life”
Kevin Lewis

**Krystal CANTOS**
“Redefining Cultural Competence: Shifting perspectives in Latino and Asian Community Health Centers”
Mary Ruggie

**Michael CLARKE**
“Crime, Race, and Urban Youth: A Causal Investigation of the Interrelated Factors that Contribute to Delinquency Rates Among Young Black Males”
Lawrence D. Bobo

**Adam DEMUYAKOR**
“Water and Onions in Ekumdipe: A Field-Based Case Study of Agricultural Innovation in a Poor African Community”
Richard Freeman/David Ager

**Bora FEZGA**
“I Remember Southie. It's Not Like It Used to Be: How Public Housing Residents Understand Their Changing Neighborhood in South Boston”
Eva Rosen

**Danielle GRAM (Rel/Soc)**
Jocelyn Viterna

**Katherine GUNN**
“What Women Want: The Negotiation of Career Aspirations Among Women in the Consulting Industry”
Kim Pernell

**Kara HOLLIS**
“Behind Closed Doors: The Effects of Boardroom Diversity and Dynamics on Company Performance”
Filiz Garip
Frank LA NASA
“Swimming the River: The Experiences of First-Generation College Students at Harvard University”
Mary Brinton

Seongmin LEE
“Social Construction of Corroborated Knowledge: How Internet Portals in Korea Enable the Extreme Opinions to Gain Grounds”
Oana Dan

Samuel NOVEY
“Sharing the Playing Field: Making Sense of the Successes and Failures of Baltimore's Maryland Scholastic Association (1919-1993) as a Force of Integration”
Josh Wakeham

Elizabeth PEZZA
“Coming Out of the Shadows: The Implications of Activism Among Undocumented Youth”
Mary Waters

Kelly QUINLAN (Rel/Soc)
“Because We’re Catholic:” Conflict and Challenge in Urban Catholic Schools”
Tim Nelson

Jazmine RAMIREZ
“Politics and the Immigrant Community: How Regularization Policies Affect the Social Incorporation of Columbian Immigrants in the United Kingdom and the United States”
Van Tran

Alex ROUX
“Google and the Great Firewall of China: Governments, Corporations and the Negotiation”
Oana Dan

Michelle SESLAR
“Constructing the Provider-Patient Relationship: How Providers' Ideals Interact with Systemic Constraints to Shape Practices”
Mary Ruggie

Jason SHAH
“Facebook, Foursquare, Mint and Blippy: Exploring the Process and Factors Affecting the Adoption of Internet Applications”
David Ager

Elizabeth SPIRA
“"Semper Gumbi", Always Flexible: Social Identity and the Army Spouse”
David Ager
Claire TOTTEN
“Public Service with a Return: A Comparative Study of Pro Bono Service in Law, Medicine, Finance, & Management Consulting”
David Ager

Cecilia VENEGA
“Forever Foreign? The Stratification of Belonging for Immigrant Detainees”
Mary Waters

Rachel WAGLEY
“"It's Your Choice"--How Youth Articulate Values and Individualism”
Tim Nelson

Yae Na WOO
“Becoming Foreign: Identity Construction among International Students at Harvard College”
Jason Beckfield

George ZISIADIS
“A Community of Strangers: How CouchSurfing represents a New Model of Scalable Giving”
Kevin Lewis
2012

Debra CHANG
“Beyond the Tiger Mom: Differences in Academic Experiences Between Chinese-American and White-American Students”
Mary Brinton

Whitney DONALDSON
“Digging Deeper: An Examination of the Fundamental Origins of HIV-Related Stigma Amongst Zulu Youth”
Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good

Victoria HARMAN
“Life in Black and White: Mixed-Race Identity and Academic Experiences”
Timothy Nelson

Keri HARTMAN
“A Politics of Blood: Marking the Boundaries of Race, Class, Gender and Nation in Online White Separatist Discourse”
Jennifer Silva

Emily HOGAN
“A Spiritual Home and a Springboard for Action: Space, Consensus, and Repertoires of Contention in Occupy Boston”
Geniece Crawford

Emily HUGHES
“Figure Skating in Harlem? The Potential and Viability of Sports-Based Youth Development Programs in Harlem”
David Ager

Jennifer KIM
Seth Hannah

Stephanie KUEI
“When Will the Violence End? Examining the Perpetuation of Violence against Street Children in La Paz, Bolivia”
Tamara Kay

Herrissa LAMOTHE (Soc/Gov)
““Gestión”-ing the State: Community Management of State-Society Interactions in Rural Peru”
Jocelyn Viterna
Hugh MARTIN
“Southern Black Masculinity in the Middle Class”
Orlando Patterson

Samantha MEIER
“Twisted Sisters: Women’s Comix and Cultural Action”
Tamara Kay/Matt Kaliner

Stephanie OVIEDO (Gov/Soc)
“Divergent Paths: Nationalism and Secessionism in Catalonia and the Basque Country”
Oana Dan

Yvette RAMIREZ
“The Language Question in Namibian and South African Primary Schools”
Mary Brinton

Alisha RAMOS
“In the Shark Tank: The Social Construction of Gendered Valuation and the Venture Capital Financing of Women’s Technology Start-Ups”
Erin Reid

Marissa REICHEL
“An Examination of the Prison GED: Benefits, Failures, and the Prisoner's Perspective”
Bruce Western

Sojourner RIVERS
“Mothers of Change?: Diverging Responses to Rape in Cape Town between Female City Councilors and Sexual Violence Activists”
Jocelyn Viterna

Alexa STERN
“Parenting Children from China: Fostering an Ethnic Identity”
Mary Waters

Iman TAYLOR (AAAS/Soc)
“Summer Matters: Educational Transformation in the Motor City”
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham/AAAS

Susan WANG
“Multilevel Analysis of Neighborhood Structural Effects on High School Students' Smoking Incidence and Prevalence in Boston”
Mary Ruggie
**Tiana WILLIAMS (Soc/AAS)**
“Punishing Race and Suspending Futures: The Effects of Suspension on Young Adult Involvement in the Criminal Justice System”
Bruce Western

**Sara Joe WOLANSKY**
“Kodak Moments: Representations of India in Tourist Photography and Travel Guidebooks”
Bart Bonikowski

**Shadman ZAMAN**
“Food for Thought: How Culture Shapes the Way Individuals Adjudicate Between Competing Nutritional Claims”
Kim Pernell

**Simone ZHANG**
“Constructing the Riots: Interpretations and Consequences of the 2011 England Riots”
Bart Bonikowski

**Willa ZHOU**
“Why Don’t Men do Zumba? The Influence of Social Interactions on Exercise Behavior”
Eva Rosen
2013

Audrey ANDERSON
“Prescriptions and Policy: Exploring the Causes and Consequences of Physicians' Attitudes Towards the Accountable Care Organization Model”
Eva Rosen

Carolyn CHOU
“Head and Heart Work: Boston Community-Based Organizations and their Approaches”
Jeremy Levine

Eesha DAVE
“Are You Listening to Me?": How College Students Use Interpersonal and Non-Interpersonal Determinants to Form Trust in the Healthcare Setting”
Mary Waters

Laura HINTON
“General Theory of Selectivity: The Influence of College Socialization on Student Teachers' Educational Values”
Megan Holland

Ethel HYLTON
“Bridging the Gap: Social Integration and Academic Achievement in the Desegregated Public High School”
Jackie Hwang

Veronique IRWIN
“Ascriptive Match and the Minority School Experience: Strategies and Achievement”
Jason Beckfield

Jowanna MALONE
“Faith, Healing, and Health: Examining How the Black Church Influences Health Behaviors in the Black Community”
David Williams, School of Public Health

Jordan MCNULTY
“Race, Gender and Wall Street: An In-Depth Study on Diversity Internship Programs and their Impact on Black Students in the Finance Industry”
Michele Lamont

Amanda MOREJON (Soc/WGS)
“Beyond Victim-Blaming: Strategies of Rape Response through Narrative”
Eleni Arzglou
Judy PARK
“Ripe for Reform: The Shifting Dynamics of Community Health Center and Hospital Relationships in the Health Care Field in Boston”
Jason Beckfield

Marco PEREZ-MORENO
“Segmented Assimilation: The Factors that Influence Mexican Immigrants to Attain Upward Mobility”
Filiz Garip

Miriam PSYCHAS (HistLit/Soc)
“Recollecting Celia Sanchez Manduley: Mother of a Nation, Native Heroine, and Curator of Cuba’s Revolutionary Legacy”
Jocelyn Viterna

Kathryn REED
“Assuming Their Places: Working-Class Students' Experiences in Higher Education”
Tim Nelson

Adam RIEGEL
“Drinking in Athletics: A Look at Subcultural Influences on Student Drinking Habits”
Seth Hannah

Catherine SHEILS
“The Golden Hour: Violence Intervention, Organizational Change, and the Recognition of Violence as a Public Health Problem”
Seth Hannah

Haoyu SUN (Stats/Soc)
“Against the Legacy of Apartheid: The Role of Technology, Transport, and Housing Resources in Reducing South Africa’s Racial Gap in Education”
Sasha Killewald
2014

**Yolanda BORQUAYE**  
“The Missing 700,000: Explaining Bolsa Familia's Under-Coverage from a Sociocultural Perspective”  
Ryann Manning

**Nelida GARCIA**  
"La Mejor Herencia: Mexican Immigrant Parents’ Perceptions of Mobility and Opportunity in the US"  
Jackelyn Hwang

**Sheema GOLBABA**  
"Hybrid Identity in Geopolitical Conflict: A Study of Second-Generation Iranian-American Assimilation"  
Eleni Arzoglou

**Soyoun KIM**  
"Roadblocks to Equality: Reconciling Gender Roles in South Korea's Public and Private Spheres"  
Paul Chang

**Catherine MCCOURT**  
"Creating a Suburb in BPS: How Boston Public Schools' White Middle Class Navigates an Urban School District"  
Anny Fenton

**Terrance MOORE**  
"A Hip Hop Habitus: A Lyrical Lifestyle for Young Black Males"  
Theo Miller

**Lauren PERRY**  
"Are We All in this Together? Understanding Education Nonprofits Through the Lens of Social Movement Theory"  
Anthony Jack

**Francesca SMITH**  
"Navigating Barriers, Mobilizing Strengths: How Immigrant Parents' Perceptions of School Involvement Translate Into Action"  
Tracey Shollenberger

**Jennifer ZHU**  
"Characteristics of Intervention Workers Nominated by Local Ugandan Village Leaders: Understanding Motivations for Delegating Power:  
Jessica Perkins